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the french company
The ' mere merchants trading to France * had sought Demand
incorporation in the reign of Elizabeth, " to guard against ^JJJ££
the injuries done to the trade by the retailers encroaching
upon the merchants " 1. It was alleged that London vint-
ners, ' repairing untimely' to Bordeaux and La Rochelle
for wine, hastened its making ' before the grape can come
to his ripeness'2, so that there appeared some justification
for the control of the wine trade—at least as regards fixing
the season for buying. In addition the French Government
passed a decree confiscating English cloth ' supposed to be
evil-wrought or stretched on the tenter'8: on one occasion
fifty thousand pounds' worth of cloth was seized, and re-
stitution was only obtained when the English Government
intervened4. Accordingly some form of corporate action
seemed required in order that the cost of protecting the
interests of the merchants might be a common charge. An
Act of Parliament in 1606 declared that all subjects were
free to trade with France5, but in 1611 the French merchants
were incorporated under the name of ' Governor and Com-
pany of Merchants of London trading into France and the
Dominions thereof'.
The merchants in the West of England organized a joint opposition
attack upon the new company, whose charter conferred upon
it the monopoly of the trade to France6. While they did not
ask " to leave the trade loose, but that a government be still
continued ", they complained that the trade was managed
in the interests of the London merchants without regard to
the conditions affecting the western ports7. Protests were
also made in the House of Commons8. " Free trade ", said
1 State Papers Domestic, 1547-1580, pp. 490 (1574 ?), 619 (1579).
* Acts of the Privy Council, 1580-1581, p. 83.
8 1600 : ibid. 1599-1600, p. 490.
4 Ibid. 1613-1614, p. 248.	* Statutes, iv. part ii. 1083.
e The charter is printed in Carr, Select Charters of Trading Companies,
62 seq.
7	Acts of the Privy Council, 1613-1614, pp. 172, 206, 247-248;  Hist,
MSS. Comm. Westmorland, 541 (1620); ibid. Exeter, 41, note.
8	House of Commons Journals, i, 469 (1614), 595 (1621).

